
PayChange 

FEATURES 

•  Breaks large denomination 

bank notes to appropriate 

filling amount  

•  Accepts and dispenses all 

bank note denominations  

•  Accepts and dispenses all 

coins denominations 

•  JcM bank note acceptors 

ensure the highest level of 

authentication and security  

•  Integrates with up to 4 OPTs  

•  Live integration with the OPT 

delivers an end-to-end self-

service cycle  

Maser’s PayChange system is one of the components of our complete automation 

solution, which delivers an end-to-end experience for the clients in unattended mode.  



Added value 

•  An Additional self-service 

value utility   

•  End-to-end unmanned 

service mode 

•  reduces indoor kiosk 

client flow  

•  Transit clients can cash 

their change receipt 

unattended immediately 

•  Eliminates the risk of 

losing the change credit 

receipt 

•  Integrated with the Full 

site-management system 

to empower: 

o  real-time cash-in-

cash-out control & 

monitoring 

o  reporting  

o  end-of-day/shift 

reconciliation 

Paychange is your solution for scalable petrol station and carwash automation, 
which raises the bar to a new level for  end-to-end unmanned service. It interfaces 
with the storesmart 4.0 and officesmart 4.0 systems in real time, so the station 
manager and the supervisors at the central office can monitor and account for 
every penny in the cash flow of the station/network at any moment.   

Paychange is an integrated solution, which adds extra 
value to our automation package.  
One of the solution’s functions is to break large 
denomination bank notes into smaller denominations, 
which can be used at the opt. it accepts and returns 
coins of all denominations as well. Transit drivers can 
cash their return receipts change unattended 24/7, 
which eliminates the need for them to come back during 
attendant service hours.  

all clients can use paychange when the site is in self 
service mode (fully unmanned) instead of returning to 
the kiosk and asking for change.  

Paychange is perfect for unmanned petrol stations and 
for high volume petrol stations, where it reduces the 
client flow of the kiosk attendant. 
If the service model of the petrol station allows 
attendants to receive in-hand cash payments you can 
set permission limits and each attendant can be 
prompted to use paychange as an automatic cash 
depository safe. This feature reduces the risk of cash 
theft and fraud. 
Paychange is designed to automate payments also for 
lpg and cng fillings. The device can interface with up to 
4 mac 4.0 opts, which makes it applicable for large 
service stations with a large number  islands/
dispensers/opts. 

Integrated with  mac 4.0, Paychange can completely 
replace the functions of the cashier and allow the 
petrol station owner to offer full unmanned cashier 
service.  
The built-in customizable end-of-shift and end-of-day 
reconciliation and reporting utilities secure and 
optimize the cash and staff management of the station. 

PayChange 


